Digital Corpus of Sanskrit

- Digital corpus of Sanskrit (Since 1999) has more than 2,500,000 lexical items from about 200 Sanskrit texts.

- These Sanskrit texts are from five time slots, divided between the period from 500 BCE to 1900 CE.

- Texts included such as, *Upnishads*, *Mahabharata*, *Kamasutra*, *Arthashasthra*, etc.

- It’s not a parallel corpora. The texts are available in Devanagri.

- Corpus is POS tagged.

- Created and maintained by Oliver Hellwig from the department of Classical Indology, South Asia Institute, University of Heidelberg, Germany.

- Licensed under, ‘Creative Commons Attribution 3.0’, imported license.

META-DATA/ANNOTATIONS

- There are no recordings, only texts are used in this Corpus.

- Uses Frame net, a lexico-semantic resource to annotate texts with discourse semantic action scenario, so each frame has –
  
  target word > donor > recipient > theme

  (frame) (role) (role) (role)

- The whole corpus is wrapped up in XML.

- Query domain gives user three types of search options

  I. Basic search (offers word meaning in English and German)

  II. Searching in Scanned Sanskrit books (results always in Devanagri)

  III. Word clouds (generate frequency of searched word in any particular text)

Queries are only accepted in transliteration and not in Devanagri.
**USAGE**

- Created primarily to investigate the influence of time on the vocabulary of texts. To study development of Sanskrit vocabulary from a bird’s eye perspective.

- For example, texts about Indian flora occurred in late parts of Sanskrit literature, there is a possibility of a high rate of non-IA words (especially from Dravidian languages).

- Useful in examining etymological trends in Sanskrit.

- Sanskrit (OIA) > Middle IA > Apabhramsa > Modern IA

- Uses ANOVA statistical model to capture variance.
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This corpus was designed as a general-purpose philological resource that covers Sanskrit texts from 500 BCE until 1900 CE. It is a searchable collection of lemmatized Sanskrit texts with more than 2,500,000 lexical items. They have been manually annotated with word senses from WordNet 2.0. It offers free internet access to a part of the database of the linguistic program Sanskrit Tagger, which has been under constant development since 1999.